Article Galaxy Scholar
Creating Pathways to Literature Access

THE ACADEMIC
COLLECTION

Built specifically for the needs of academic libraries and their users,
the Article Galaxy Scholar platform provides a cost-effective and
time-saving solution to supplement existing subscriptions and
interlibrary loan needs. More than just a means for quick and reliable
document delivery, this online software platform lets you manage
user access to selective journals and publishers, from anywhere
in the world, without additional staff time. Best of all it gives you
the administrative tools and reports you need to give you real-time
insight into what matters most.

The Academic Collection
enables on-demand access
to articles, even when your
institution does not have

Features Include:
L Robust Open Access filters
L Smart customization options

an existing subscription.
100% high quality PDF articles
delivered in minutes
30,000 journal titles
Integration with library loan
software (ILLiad, RapidILL, IDS)
Works with any link resolver
(SFX, Alma and EBSCO)
Special academic rates

L Integration with existing library systems

Get Started Today
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We’ve worked with hundreds of enterprises to deploy our Article Galaxy service,
and we are here to help you, too–regardless of complexity, scale, or budget.
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Ensure Continuity of Access: Just-in-time, all-the-time. Give
your patrons easy access to the articles they need to do their
best work, while reducing ILL workload. Take away the stress
and uncertainty of guessing what patrons need ahead of
time. Your users will have a guaranteed pathway to access,
with no dead-ends.

Give Users Access in Minutes: Faster is better. Know that articles
can be delivered quickly to the requester’s inbox. No more
additional administrative time spent on trying to locate and
verify whether an article can be obtained.

Make Smart Data-Driven Decisions: Reduce the guesswork on
budgeting and forecasting. Summary reporting enables you to
make better, more informed decisions to plan and validate your
expenses. Get insightful information with real usage data—by
user, title, publisher, open access and delivery method.

Customize for Your Unique Needs: Whether you’re a small or
large academic institution, customization options allow you
to configure user, journal, publisher, and purchasing settings
to fit your processes and existing access options. This allows
you to manage control and access so you’re not surprised
with additional charges or access to content you did not
intend to provide.
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Article Galaxy
Scholar

Your Unmediated
Solution to Expanding
Your Library Subscriptions

Just Set it and
Forget it
Welcome to better
content delivery
Content and Insight in one.
A system that works for
you, and with you.

Ask us about Article Galaxy Scholar,
we’re happy to show you the future
of content.

Get to Know Your Users Better: Recognize and support
previously unidentified heavy users. Notifications give you timely
information on usage and when preset threshold limits have
been reached.
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Prioritize Open Access: Removing barriers to open access.
Take advantage of Open Access prior to sourcing your article
elsewhere. Our robust open access filters ensure you don’t pay
for an article that is already publicly available.

Invest in Long-Term Savings and Efficiency: Provide access
where it matters most rather than provide access just for the
sake of access. Only pay for the articles you need for the users
who really need them. This enables a more strategic way to stay
on budget and control spend.
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